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-Approx. number of participants-

Pl. Comte Guifré, Terrassa (SPAIN)

11th June 2021

30

-Stand EU Green Week-

-Location-

-Date-

Informative and gamified

The activity consisted of an informative and gamified stand done
with the EU Green Week with the goal of promoting sustainable
habits and lifestyles, as well as a first action to start recruiting
youngsters for the local group of #Greenfluencers.
The game consisted of a roulette game with different topics
regarding sustainability, like food waste, energy, transportation,
recycling, etc. from which people could be asked a question or a
practical test. If they guessed 3 right, they got a promotional tote
bag from the EU Green Week.
As well, around the stand were hanging different information about
the project #Greenfluencers that people could check.

-Description- 
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-Observations- 

To raise awareness about ecologic problems through a
roulette game with a prize
To promote the EU Green Week in Terrassa
To promote #Greenfluencers and recruit youngsters for
the local group 

Many people approached curiously to know what the stand was about.
People proved to have little awareness about the topics addressed in
the game as well as from the EU Green Week.
With the roulette game, the audience reached was especially children,
and very few youngsters, who were the actual target.

This type of gamified stand works in order to attract families with children.
Youngsters tend to not approach when they are required to interact.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Pl. Vella, Terrassa (SPAIN)

10th September 2021

50

-Static Performance-

-Location-

-Date-

of plastic waste consumption

The Spanish local group prepared the first activity in the format of a
static provocative performance to show citizens of Terrassa the
amount of plastic waste that an average family in the city produces
weekly, compared to what it would produce shopping in bulk shops
with reusable packaging.
This was exposed in Terrassa's main square together with an
informative poster with data and a QR code that mapped all the
sustainable shops in the city. 

-Description- 
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To raise awareness about the amount of plastic
waste production by an average family in Terrassa
with a real trash sculpture
To show and inform citizenship about
consumption alternatives

Some people stopped to read the posters with information or just
looked at the plastic sculpture and at the sustainable shopping options.
Just a few people stopped to ask about the meaning of our static
performance and talked to the #Greenfluencers.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

This kind of static performance work because people pass by and look, but
they do not stop very often to ask for information.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Radio Studio of La Víbria, Terrassa (SPAIN)

9th & 16th November 2021

70

-Radio Streaming-

-Location-

-Date-

in Social & Solidarity Economy

This activity consisted of a process of learning and discovery about
cultural and ecofeminist collectives and organisations within the
Social & Solidarity Economy network of Terrassa.
#Greenfluencers were trained on the technical radio process and
the topics, and from that starting point, they started to structure the
information into 2 separate radio streamings.
Each streaming contained interviews, debates, and the collaboration
of some local authorities. Then, they were broadcasted on the
official Youtube channel of Ajuntament de Terrassa.

-Description- 
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To guide youngsters to discover and get deep in the
topic of Social & Solidarity Economy by themselves
To approach this topic through radio interviews to
general public from the point of view of youngsters 

The process of learning from the group of #Greenfluencers was
enriching and interesting.
After doing the radio streaming, local networks were created with some
of the interviewed organisations.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

This activity is not easy to organise, unless you can have the radio material
and technical support from someone external.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Pl. Salvador Espriu, Terrassa (SPAIN) 

27th November 2021

15

-Stand in a Fair-

-Location-

-Date-

of Social & Solidarity Economy

#Greenfluencers had a stand under the name of the organisation La
Víbria Intercultural in the local yearly fair of Social & Solidarity
Economy. 
The stand was dynamised with a roulette game of green habits and
offered the participants in the game the chance to participate in a
raffle at the end of the fair. 

-Description- 
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To gain visibility as a young group of
environmental activists in a Social & Solidarity
Economy Fair
To promote the topic of the fair with a game 

Some people approached to know what the stand was about, but in
general, they were not very participative in the game.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

To participate in this type of fair, the conclusion was that it is important to
have a good spot for your stand and to have something free to give to the
people who pass by, in order to get more attention.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Espai TOC, Terrassa (SPAIN)

11th December 2021

12

-X-mas Swap Market-

-Location-

-Date-

promoting Circular Economy

This activity was powered in order to promote a circular economy in
a sector where it is really needed, which is fashion. 
The swap market was promoted with its own rules of no money
exchange and taking as many articles as you have brought.
 It was done before X-mas, so people could find some of their gifts.
The venue was a communitary shared space in the centre of
Terrassa, with music and hot drinks.
At the end of the market, the articles that remained, were given to a
local charity, prior conformity of all the participants.

-Description- 
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To promote Circular Economy
To encourage a more sustainable consumption
without the need to exchange currency

People of different ages could get rid of what they did not find useful,
and exchange it for another article that they could find interesting.
Participants were happy about the initiative and asked for another one.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

It is more difficult to organise an exchange market than a second hand
because it requires more previous organisation, and having the articles to
exchange in advance. 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Can Colomer, Terrassa (SPAIN)

15th January 2022

30

-Local Clean-Up-

-Location-

-Date-

with City Volunteers

The clean-up was promoted by the Spanish local #Greenfluencers
group as an activity for the city of Terrassa and the preservation of
its natural spaces. 
 There was a tent where gloves and bags were given to the
volunteers and made the debriefing of the area to clean.
For about 1h 30min everyone was collecting waste and separating it
correctly in different bags, so it could be recycled. After the clean-up,
the local company of waste management came to pick up the waste.

-Description- 
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To clean a natural area of the city
To raise awareness among the citizenship of the
importance of leaving natural spaces clean
To promote #Greenfluencers 

The clean-up was, sadly, very successful, as volunteers collected a huge
amount of waste and objects that had been abandoned in the nature.
There was important participation of local volunteers and a huge
promotion of the activity, such as coverage by the local TV (Canal
Terrassa) and the local newspaper (MónTerrassa), which made a report
of the clean-up and of Greenfluencers.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

It is a very good activity to organise at weekends when the sun is not very
strong. It has a great participation of compromised families and youngsters.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Cànoves i Samalús (SPAIN)

25th February

7

-Meeting with @Usar&Reusar-

-Location-

-Date-

a Sustainable Influencer

The Spanish local group was invited to meet with one of the most
popular Spanish influencers on Zero Waste, Magui, known as
Usar&Reusar, who has +50K followers on Instagram.
The meeting was about explaining #Greenfluencers' project and
ideas, as well as getting to know her project better and her point of
view about Zero Waste.
She gave the group good and easy tips on how to improve the reach
on Instagram that later on started to be applied.

-Description- 
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To make the first contact with a zero waste
Instagram influencer
To get advise on how to improve #Greenfluencers'
social media from an experienced user
To promote #Greenfluencers 

The Spanish group of #Greenfluencers got a lot of interesting advice to
start applying to the Instagram account.
They had the chance to explain #Greenfluencers' mission to a
recognised influencer with +50K followers.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

The opportunity of a networking meeting with experienced people from the
same field is very enriching and useful to increase the reach of the project.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

La Víbria Intercultural, Terrassa (SPAIN)

19th March 2022

7

-DIY Workshop-

-Location-

-Date-

of Cleaning Products

One of the members of the Spanish local group shared her
knowledge of making homemade cleaning products and showed the
group how to make 2 different products with a few basic non-toxic
ingredients.
The first was an all-purpose cleaner made with white vinegar, citric
peels, and water.
And the second is a detergent made with Marseille soap melted with
very hot water and a spoon of bicarbonate.

-Description- 
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To learn how to make cleaning products at home
with basic ingredients toxicfree.
To have internal training in the local group

New recipes were also shared with friends and families on how to make
the products.
It served as a group cohesion activity to integrate the newest members.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

INS Aimerigues, Terrassa (SPAIN)

2nd May 2022

95

-Circular Economy Workshop-

-Location-

-Date-

at a Secondary School

Part of #Greenfluencers Spanish group went to a secondary school
in Terrassa, as they had expressed their interest in having an
environmentally related activity.
Two activities were done. The first one was a presentation of the
basic principles of the circular economy and their appliances in daily
life. 
The second part was a practical workshop on a DIY. The idea was to
repurpose an old T-shirt, that each student was asked to bring
previously, into a shopping bag, in just a few simple steps.

-Description- 
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To inform students, aged 15-16 years old, about
the circular economy and its appliances in daily life
To teach them an example of what is the circular
economy in practice with a DIY
To promote #Greenfluencers

Students learned the principles of the circular economy, most of them
for the first time, and they asked questions curiously.
They really enjoyed the DIY session repurposing an old T-shirt into a
shopping bag.
Some students got interested in the actions done by #Greenfluencers.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

Activities targeted to specific big groups, such as these, are very useful and
powerful to spread a message and get to people who might be interested.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Pl. Vella, Terrassa (SPAIN)

31st May 2022

210

-Flashmob EU Green Week-

-Location-

-Date-

against Climate Emergency

This activity was designed by all the partner local groups of
#Greenfluencers to be reproduced in all 5 countries (Spain, Italy,
Portugal, Greece, and Slovenia) within the EU Green Week, in order
to spread the same message of climate emergency and a call to
action and get a big impact.
The choreography was created by one of the group members and
the indication was to choose a crowded place and surprise the
people with the performance out of the blue.

-Description- 
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To raise awareness about the climate emergency 
To have a simultaneous powerful event in 5 places
in Europe within the same week
To promote the EU Green Week in Terrassa
To promote #Greenfluencers 

Since the flashmob is a spontaneous action, there were a lot of people
in the square who watched the whole perfomance.
The message "If you want a tomorrow, act today" was delivered with a
big banner.
More people started to follow @greenfluencers_ Instagram account
after the performance.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

Surprising performances have a huge impact on the people because they
are not invasive actions, but their message is strong and gets delivered.
It takes time and dedication in order to achieve a satisfactory result.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Can Bonvilar, Terrassa (SPAIN)

11th June 2022

10

-Local Clean-Up-

-Location-

-Date-

at a Natural Park

The second clean-up was also promoted by the Spanish local
#Greenfluencers group as an activity for the city of Terrassa and the
preservation of its natural spaces, within the Environment Week of
Terrassa 2022.
For about 1h 30min everyone was collecting waste and separating it
correctly in different bags, so it could be recycled. About 22kg of
waste was collected by the volunteers.
After the clean-up, the local company of waste management came
to pick up the waste.

-Description- 
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To clean a natural area of the city
To raise awareness among the citizenship of the
importance of leaving natural spaces clean
To promote #Greenfluencers 

The clean-up did not count with the big participation of local volunteers,
as the weather in June was very hot and it did not encourage to do
outdoor activities.
Nevertheless, there was a considerable amount of waste and objects
collected that had been abandoned in nature.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Maribor, Slovenia

5th June 2021

15

Guided tour of urban gardens

-Location-

-Date-

To preserve the environment and reduce climate change, it is crucial 
that as many city dwellers as possible grow their food in urban 

gardens. That is why the EPEKA Association organized a guided tour 
of the beautiful City Garden. It is a piece of land under Pekrska 
gorca, which offers space for individual gardeners, adventure 

garden, orchard and loving people. 

-Description- 
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Participants got a sense of the urban garden and
it’s design. 
They learned about the operation of community
urban gardens and the principles of organic
farming.

Raised awareness about urban food production, developing the local
group of the project

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

Participants were exploring possibilities to raise food on the balcony.

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Haloze, Slovenia

12th September 2021

15

Wine harvesting on an eco-farm 

-Location-

-Date-

The local youth activists decided to participate in an annual
“celebration” of picking the wine. Although the practice is common in
Slovenia, the youth decided to visit particular farm that focuses on
the production of BIO wine, using the eco-friendly methods and
technology. 

-Description- 
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To learn about the process of ecological wine
production. 

Produced ecological wine and gained new knowledge about ecological
production

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

The special note on the happiness of older farmers, who were eager to
share their knowledge with youngsters.  

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Maribor, Slovenia

1st October 2021

15

Cooking Workshop: 

Reducing Food  Waste

-Location-

-Date-

During the week of the International Day for Awareness of Food
Loss and Food Waste, we have organized the workshop on that took
place at the City Garden under Gorca – a lecture was focused on the
issue of food waste. Ideas and solutions on how to reduce food
waste in one’s own household were given and what it means to be
an ethical, responsible consumer who supports local food
producers. 

-Description- 
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To educate youngsters about the possibilities to
reduce food waste in home kitchen. 

Acquired new methods of food procurement, processing and upcycling.
Getting to know various and healthy food.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

During the event, we also had some very interesting and fruitful discussions
about practical solutions. 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Maribor, Slovenia

12th December 2021

10

X-Mass decoration 

-Location-

-Date-

Christmas became a symbol of unnecessary consumerism,
generating tons of waste worldwide. The youngsters decided to
make their Christmas eco-friendly, starting with the decorations
created from waste materials.

-Description- 
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To learn on the ecological footprint of Christmas
consumerism and create alternative habits
towards green solutions. 

Created eco-friendly Christmas decorations 

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

Youngsters were introducing the new ideas to cheer up the Christmas. 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Maribor, Slovenia

10th May 2022

10

Zero Waste shop visit

-Location-

-Date-

Zero-waste grocery shops have been around for a while in Slovenia,
but still majority of population has never seen the interior of it.
Stereotypes such as complex products and high prices are often an
obstacle, but nevertheless the shops are worth exploring. 

-Description- 
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To get accustomed with zero-waste grocery shops
and to provide new ideas for shopping and eating
habits.   

Gained new experience and knowledge about the zero-waste grocery
shops. 

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

Youngsters were fascinated on the variety of the products in the shop

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura - Italy

22nd August 2021

10 people

-Meeting creation group-

-Location-

-Date-

Get to know each other

First meeting with some of the local volunteers who took part in the
#Greenfluencers project activities. We discussed the project with
them, thanks also to the support of Antonio Pillera, participant of the
training in the Azores. With the kids we talked about environmental
issues and the relationship that kids have with these problems and
how to have a good social impact on Instagram. Many participants of
the group already knew each other as they had already participated
in a Youth Exchange on the topic of Climate Change. Together they
made a mural in the Agorateca about global warming.

-Description- 
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Comparison on the topic of the environment
Instagram strategy
What topics to talk about
What to do for our city
How to involve other people

The guys immediately got involved and offered their ideas for the project.
They gave their willingness to be an active part of the project, finding the
solutions to what could be any problems in the realization of the project
itself.

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

During September 2021

15 people

-Planting new plants-

-Location-

-Date-

in the Community Library "Agorateca"

The Altamura Community Library has an outdoor area dedicated to
plants and greenery. The local Italian group of #Greeenfluencers
with the help of local volunteers involved other young people and
neighbours in planting new plants and seeds because with the
arrival of the autumn season it was necessary to revive this area. In
the spring of the new year the green area looks strong and vigorous
thanks to the activities of #Greenfluencers

-Description- 
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To improve the green area of Community Library
"Agorateca"
To share ecogical practices 
To involve as many people as possible 
To spread the message of the Climate Change 

New vegetables in the vegetable garden of the Community Library
"Agorateca" for the next seasons
More skills about gardening
Comparisons intergenerational between young and old people

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

26th September 2021

50 people

-Green Event "Ripuliamo il Campo"-

-Location-

-Date-

Clean-Up in Campo 65 in collaboration 
with "Campo 65" and "Ri-Puliamoci"

Cleaning at Camp 65, a Second World War prison camp in Altamura.
The boys of the local group, in collaboration with the volunteers of
the European Solidarity Corps and many people present at the
cleaning and the subsequent celebration in memory of the women
and men who lived in the camp. Cleaning also in collaboration with
the Campo 65 Association and the Green Ri-Puliamoci Association of
Altamura. A lot of waste collected including very dangerous
materials such as paints and tires

-Description- 
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To involve many people and preserve an
important place for Altamura which is "Campo 65"
Environmental education
To understand how to sort out the waste 
To spread the message of the Climate Change 

Clean camp
More skills about environmental education
Comparisons intergenerational between young and old people

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

-Observations- 

Many people and many families have contributed to the cleaning of the
camp
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

During September 2021

15 people

-Workshop " The new Ideal City "

-Location-

-Date-

in collaboration with "Comunità Circolare"

This workshop was designed to project young minds towards an
ideal city idea that contains everything necessary to be green. The
workshop was also carried out in collaboration with "Circular
Community", an association aimed at converting to models of
sustainability and corporate social responsibility, precisely to inform
people about innovative methods and approaches to change and
rethink sociality in order to build a sustainability strategy together.

-Description- 
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Young people learned about the ecological practices that a city would
be able to carry out if the whole community committed to a pro-
environmental lifestyle. 
The young people realised that they have an important role to play in
ensuring that their community has a future.

To graft shared responsibility to create collective
benefits
To inform people about practical sustanibility 
To  build a sustainability strategy together

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

 Pordenone - Italy

01st December 2021

40 people

-Eurodesk Italy Meeting"-

-Location-

-Date-

Presentation of the project at the meeting between
multipliers of the Eurodesk Italy network

Presentation of the project to the many Italian multipliers of the
Eurodesk Italy network in Pordenone, on the occasion of the annual
training meeting. Description of the important steps of the project
and tells of suggestions for continuing to improve and grow. Focus
on the relationship with the other project partners and strategy to
improve communication. Choice to nominate the project for the
Eurodesk Awards 2022.

-Description- 
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To involve many people to follow us
To spread ideas related to projects for the care
and protection of the environment
To network

New followers on Instagram
To entice them to do more green projects

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

-Observations- 

New contacts for new partnerships
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-Approx. number of participants-

 Altamura - Italy

During November 2021

15 people

-The olive harvest-

-Location-

-Date-

Activity in the countryside

Some volunteers of the European Solidarity Corps from the
November group and the local Italian group of #Greenfluencers
engaged in activities in the countryside. At this time in particular, and
especially in Apulia, it is the time of the olive harvest, from which
olive oil is obtained. The young people had the opportunity to take
part in the olive harvest and then watch the process of
transformation into oil.   

-Description- 
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To show how biological products are made
To show the benefits of the 0 km- products
To understand better the pro-enviromental
lifestyle in the countryside

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

Oil production
To know the process of the production of the oil
To share the knowledge about countryside practices
To hand down the tradition of olive picking from one generation to
another
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-Approx. number of participants-

 Altamura - Italy

05th December 2021

20 people

-Preparation of 
Second Hand Market "Jingle Sell"- 

-Location-

-Date-

Collecting material

Some volunteers of the European Solidarity Corps from the
November group and the local Italian group of #Greenfluencers
designed and prepared a flea market for the Christmas time. They
engaged in the promotion of the event, creating posters and
dedicating days to leafleting throughout the city. They then engaged
in collecting second-hand items from the neighbourhood that would
be sold at the marketand also in making handmade Christmas
decorations from recyclable materials. The neighbors donated their
items waiting to be sold at the market

-Description- 
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To involve as many people as possible
To introduce #Greenfluencers to the whole city
To spread the massage of re-using objects
To raise recycling awareness

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

Christmas decoration created
To think about how to reuse objects
To entice people to reuse
To invite people to collect unused objects and not to throw them away 

-Observations- 

Unfortunately due to Covid 19 restrictions during the Christmas period, the
market has been canceled
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-Approx. number of participants-

 Altamura - Italy

30th March 2022

25 people online

-Webinar Promotion- 

-Location-

-Date-

in collaboration with "Politica Donna" and 
"Comunità Circolare"

.

-Description- 

Gaia and Emi from the local group took part in the Webinar of the
Youth Participation Activities project "Woman Policy" on the
environment. A webinar in which sustainability and circular economy
were discussed. The two Greenfluencers talked about the
experience within the Erasmus+ project specifying the different
actions carried out up to then, inviting the webinar participants to
undertake a more sustainable life to respect the environment.
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To invite to be greener
To promote the Greenfluencers project
To receive new tips from another audience
To increase the followers on Instagram 

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

New followers on Instagram
People donated objects
To spread our activities
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-Approx. number of participants-

 Altamura - Italy

10th March 2022

100 people online

-Podcast readings- 

-Location-

-Date-

in collaboration with "Agoradio"

.

-Description- 

The youngers of the local group, given the difficulties of carrying out
activities in public due to Covid19, have decided to use the radio tool
to spread environmental education. They did this by reading the
book "Protecting the Planet", in order to celebrate the International
Day of Wildlife (3rd march). The podcast was recorded on Agoradio,
the community radio present in Agorateca. During the recording, all
participants read some of the text aloud. Through the web radio it
was possible to reach a new part of the public.
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To become green also involves reading
To promote the Greenfluencers project
To reach another audience

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

New followers on Spotify and Spreaker
The group approached the radio instrument
to spread our activities and our experience

-Observations- 

https://agorateca.it/agoradio/greenfluencers-lettura-del-libro-proteggere-il-
pianeta
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

During February and March 2022

15 people

-Planting new trees-

-Location-

-Date-

in the Community Garden of "Agorateca"

In the community garden of the Agorateca, the local volunteers, in
companions of some European volunteers of the European
Solidarity Corps, were able to study which new power trees to plant
in the Bosco-Fiore garden. An in-depth study also thanks to the
intervention of a professional agronomist, the group chose and
planted new vegetables and trees for the Altamura community. In
the group, there are those who dedicated themselves to planting
and those to the collection of video and photographic material.

-Description- 
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To improve the green area of Community Library
"Agorateca"
To share ecogical practices 
To involve as many people as possible 
To spread the tradition of the colture
To be in contact with nature
To see how plants actually grow

New fruits in the garden of the Community Library "Agorateca" for the
next seasons
More skills about gardening
Comparisons intergenerational between young and old people

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

-Observations- 
Several activities over the course of several days in which the
participants planted new vegetables and new trees
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-Approx. number of participants-

Bruxelles - Belgium

23rd May 2022

30 people

-Eurodesk Awards 2022-

-Location-

-Date-

in the Multipliers meeting in Bruxelles

Winning the award for best Green project. Presented at the
deadline, the Greenfluencers project has obtained this important
recognition directly from Eurodesk Brussels. The award was
presented on the occasion of the annual meeting between
multipliers of the many European Eurodesk local points. An
opportunity to present the project and to collect other ideas to
continue the activities. To award, the president of Eurodesk
Brussels, Ingrida Jotkaite.

-Description- 
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-Objectives- 

 -Photos-

To involve many people to follow us
To spread ideas related to projects for the care
and protection of the environment
To network
To promote our project

New followers on Instagram

To entice them to do more green projects

-Results-

-Observations- 

New contacts for new partnerships
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-Approx. number of participants-

Piazza Vittorio Veneto and Piazzetta Pascoli
 Matera - Italy

01st June 2022

180 people

-Location-

-Date-

Flashmob in Matera with local volunteers and short and long-term
European Solidarity Corps volunteers. Several days of preparation
for the dance and workshop dedicated to the creation of the signs.
Many people got to see the performance and stopped to ask about
it. The preparation for the flashmob took place in 4 appointments
between local and European volunteers. In addition to the dance,
there was a lot of discussion about what to prepare, what issues and
how to deal with them.

-Description- 

-Flashmob EU Green Week-
against Climate Emergency
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-Objectives- 

 -Photos-

To involve many people to follow us
To spread the word that the climate is changing
and something must be done immediately
To speak with the music
To promote our project in official public event
during the EU Green Week

New followers on Instagram

More people know #Greenfluencers

-Results-

-Observations- 

Many curious people asked about the aims of our project
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

02nd June 2022

10 people

-Location-

-Date-

Cleaning the area surrounding the Agorateca, Community Library.
An area where there is a lot of waste. Many people throw everything
away: from clothes to electrical equipment to tires etc ... The local
group, supported by the friends of 2hands Altamura, have collected
more than 25 kg of waste of all kinds.

-Description- 

-Local Clean-Up-
in a neighborhood area with "2hands Altamura"
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To involve many people and preserve the
environment
Environmental education
To understand how to sort out the waste 
To clean the area

Clean area
More skills about environmental education
25 kilos of waste

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

-Observations- 

New people helped us for the clean-up
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

12nd July 2022

10 people

-Location-

-Date-

This event was promoted and hosted in the Community Library
"Agorateca" in Altamura. The main theme was sustainable mobility
and how a transport system can be implemented to reduce the
environmental impact, allowing efficient and environmental-friendly
transport at the same time. The event took place in collaboration
with Pin bike and SmartUGO. The former is an electronic device that
measures the kilometres travelled by bike and in return gives you
credits to spend in some shops; the latter is a charging station for
light electric vehicles, powered exclusively by the sun, and with zero
environmental impact. The event was attended by Nico Caponio of
the Pin Bike project and Antonello Clemente of SmartUGO. 

-Description- 

- Green Event "Sustainable Mobility"
in collaboration with Pin-Bike and SmartUGO
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More sustainable mobility awareness 
Reduction of air pollution
High environmental quality, energy conservation, well-being and
comfort

-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

To inform people about the sustainbale alternative of
mobility
To convince people to use eco-friendly transport 
To know new apps and diveices for sustainable
mobility
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-Approx. number of participants-

Altamura (Ba) - Italy

Between June and July 2022

10 people

-Location-

-Date-

The workshop was an environmental-themed writing workshop that
was divided into several meetings between June and July 2022.
Children from the 'Istituto R. Leone' in Ginosa Marina( Apulia, Italy ),
took part in these workshops. The children were engaged in writing
an environmental-themed story with bees as protagonists. The first
meeting took place on World Bee Day, which is celebrated on 20th
May. Step by step then in the other meetings the children
accompanied by the local Italian group of #Greenfluencers devoted
themselves to the drawing of the story and some short lessons in
environmental education.

-Description- 

-Workshop "Our nature tale"
Kamishibai workshop in a kid's centre
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-Objectives- 

-Results-

 -Photos-

 

To increase the importance of bees for our
ecosystem and for the human life 
To increase environmental education
Knowledge and comparison between cultures from
different continents 
To involve children in the ecological-thinking 

Production of the kamishibai tale 
A story to defend the animals
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-Approx. number of participants-

Online

2021-06-03
 

20

WEBINAR

-Location-

-Date-

Innovative Education Approaches for a Circular
Economy Mindset 

EU Green Week 2021

To transition from our current, unsustainable, linear model of
growth to a circular economy (CE) we need an organizational,
cultural & individual shift. The webinar aimed to examine innovative
education approaches for CE that can nurture a strong sense of
“ecological stewardship” & encourage more eco-responsible &
sustainable habits in youth. Through a series of interactive activities
& challenges, the audience explored daily-life ways to contribute to
CE at the individual level.

-Description- 
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Participants gain valuable knowledge about the CE and possibilities to
contribute to it on the individual level
Participants got to know different tools (as handbooks and different
available online sources) to explore CE
Participants increased their understanding of the Zero waste concept
and its importance

The concept of the Circular economy is very complex. It is important to give
the opportunity to young people to understand the main principles of CE,
and its importance in an easily understandable, interactive, and engaging
way. During the webinar, interactive and engaging activities triggered
participants' curiosity and willingness to explore the concepts of CE and
Zero Waste. 

Deepen participant's knowledge of the Circular
Economy 
Explore the daily-life ways to contribute to the Circular
Economy
Deepen participant's knowledge about the Zero waste
concept

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-08-31
 

8

Social Media Workshop

-Location-

-Date-

The Social Media Workshop for the local group of #greenfluencers
was implemented with the purpose to introduce and explore
different tools, strategies, and possibilities to reach specific target
groups, send impactful messages, and create engaging content in
the context of environmental awareness. 

-Description- 

For the future #greenfluencers! 
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Participants explored and analyzed different ways to deliver the
message
Understood the difference between different social media channels
Discovered main principles of Social Media and the most effective ways
to reach specific target groups

Nowadays Social Media is the tool to receive the news, share information,
promote different activities, boost activism and encourage people to take an
active role in different fields and activities. However, even though young
people are well aware of the social media channels and their importance,
they face difficulties to create content in order to send specific, concrete
and impactful messages to specific target groups.

Explore different Social Media channels
Discover the importance of the  "right" and impactful
content
Understand the basic principles of Social Media
Explore different tools to reach target groups

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-09-03
 

50

Photo Contest

-Location-

-Date-

The photo Contest game was organized with the aim to send the
message of the urgent need to change our daily life habits in order to
save the environment. Participants were encouraged to find a creative
and impactful way to influence people through the art of photography
to recognize the impact of our daily habits on the environment. The
event was organized by the local group members during the Youth
exchanges where local group members took part in. 

-Description- 
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Participants discovered different tools to send the message and raise
awareness about the issues related to environmental protection
Deepen their understanding of the footprint of their daily-life behavior
and habits
Gain/improved digital skills

Different means of Art are very powerful tools to spread the message about
serious important issues. Moreover, such activities foster young people's ability
to creative thinking. Participants were engaged, motivated, and devoted to
reaching the best possible results, which shows that activities related to the
different type of arts are the most attractive and engaging.  

Discuss the impact of people's daily-life habits and
their impact on the environment
Foster participant's creativity and improve digital skills
Use the mean of arts to raise awareness about the
environmental issues in the local community;

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-09-06
 

50

Treasure hunt/ Green walk

 

-Location-

-Date-

The treasure hunt / Green walk activity was implemented by the local
members of Greenfluencers together with the participants of the
International mobility/Youth Exchange in Athens, Greece. This activity
aimed to explore sustainable businesses and green areas of the city
and analyze and explore the different concepts of sustainability and
eco-friendly approaches.

-Description- 
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During the interactive and interesting treasure hunt game, participants
visited a different business and had the chance to deepen their
knowledge about different sustainability concepts
Participants visited green areas of the city and evaluate the eco-friendly
approach there (such as recycling, the possibility to reach it by bike/public
transport, etc)
Participants were encouraged to search for similar initiatives in their
home countries and use the services with an eco-friendly approach

Different means of Art are very powerful tools to spread the message about
serious important issues. Moreover, such activities foster young people's ability
to creative thinking. Participants were engaged, motivated, and devoted to
reaching the best possible results, which shows that activities related to the
different types of arts are the most attractive and engaging.  

Deepen the knowledge about the concept of
sustainable businesses
Explore businesses with an eco-friendly approach
Explore the green areas of the city

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-09-08
 

50

Flashmob - "Art Through Trash"

-Location-

-Date-

The Flashmob "Art through Trash" was organized by the members of
the local group and implemented in collaboration with the
participants of the International Mobility/Youth Exchange. During
this activity, participants were divided into different groups: 1st
group was collecting the trashes in the City Park of Athens, 2nd team
created a Mozaic/painting out the collected trash, and the 3rd team
was responsible to invite local people to join the flashmob by
contributing to the Mozaic or just by sharing their opinion and
concerns related to the environmental protection in the country. 

-Description- 
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During the flashmob, participants had the chance to interact with the
local community members, understand their perspectives and
concerns related to environmental protection, and discuss possible
solutions. 
Participants discovered new and engaging ways of activism.

The flashmob was successful because of a few main factors: activity included art
activities and interaction with the local community.  Both these aspects allowed
participants to achieve the initial objectives of the activity, broaden their
understanding, and show the example of activism, which could be easily
implemented in their home countries.

To raise awareness about environmental awareness
among the local community
To empower participants to use different means of art
to raise awareness and spread the message
To bring positive and instant change to the city by
cleaning green areas of it

 

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-11-01
 

10

Documentary movie

-Location-

-Date-

The local group members created a short documentary movie about
the sad reality in Athens in the context of environmental awareness.
The aim of the movie was to show the problems and issues easily
notable in the city, which are generated by the people's daily life
behaviors and habits. 

-Description- 
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The content of the documentary movie shows the major problems in
the city with the visual material, together with the statistical data and
numbers. The documentary movie had a great and powerful impact.
Local group members, while preparing statistical data to be used in the
movie, deepened their knowledge about the extent of the problems,
and found a way to send the message to the local community about the
necessity to re-think their daily habits and behaviors.

This activity required a lot of time for the preparation, implementation
(shooting), and editing. However, participants were highly motivated to
produce the best possible outcome, had the chance to gain new skills, and
evaluate this activity as one of the most impactful and powerful overall. 

To raise awareness about the issues in the context of
environmental protection in the city
To encourage citizens to change their daily habits
To use nowadays digital tools (video making) to
spread the message

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-10-24
 

5

Tree planting

-Location-

-Date-

Local Group members joined the activity of Tree planting, organized
by INEDIVIM.

-Description- 
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A large number of participants joined the tree planting event
Despite the immediate impact - planted trees - young people had the
opportunity to discuss topics related to the environment 
During this event, #greenfluencers local group members promoted the
project and invited young people to join the group and the activities

This event had a lot of success and inspired local group members to
organize such activities themselves. However, such activities required a big
budget (for the logistical matters such as renting the bus to reach the
places, as well to buy the trees seedlings, etc).

To raise awareness about environmental protection
Motivate youth to take an active role in
environmental protection activities
Minimalize the impact of wildfires

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-10-24
 

75

FLASHMOB

Reduce - Reuse - Recycle

-Location-

-Date-

The flashmob "Reduce - Reuse - Recycle" was organized and
implemented by the local group members together with the
International Mobility/Youth exchange participants. 

-Description- 
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During the flash mob, participants promoted the importance of the
circular economy principles and discovered different tools and ways of
activism. 
The flashmob allowed participants to analyze, explore and understand
the perspectives on sustainability from the local community members'
perspectives.

During the flashmob, participants asked local community members to
discuss and share their opinions and concerns about environmental
protection, raise awareness about the Greenfluencers project, and motivate
them to follow project implementation on social media. This activity and its
implementation inspired a few young people to join greenfluencers' local
group for future events, so such activities could be considered a good tool
to promote the project on the local level. 

To raise awareness about environmental protection
Interact with the local community members and
discuss the issues related to environmental protection
To encourage the local community to adopt more eco-
friendly behavior and habits

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2021-12-12/19
 

10

Clean Up!

-Location-

-Date-

Local group members organized 2 clean-up events in the green
areas of the city. 

-Description- 
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These activities invited all the active citizens to join the events, in order
to bring positive and instant change to the city
A good way to promote the project

Physical activities always have great attendance, interest, and impact.
Moreover, open local events (where everyone can join despite their age, etc),
are a very good tool to promote the project. 

To raise awareness about the importance of
environmental protection
To bring instant and positive change to the city by
cleaning its green areas

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

February - March, 2022

10

Online Mapping

-Location-

-Date-

The local group members created the handbook with sustainable
businesses in Athens, which is available online.

-Description- 
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Opportunity to the participants to explore different places and business
in the city, that promotes sustainability and involve an eco-friendly
approach in their activities/services. 
The output of this activity is published and is available to the general
public, so the local community and even international tourists can
benefit from it. Moreover
A good tool to promote local businesses and foster circular economy
principles.

The elaboration of the handbook gave the opportunity to establish contact
with the local business, promote the project, and create bigger visibility for
the project. 

Promote local businesses and initiatives with an eco-
friendly approach
Create a tool for the local community to easily find the
places to shop, eat and visit
Promote sustainability and various ways to contribute
to the circular economy on an individual level

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

April - May, 2022

10

Zero waste Online Workshops

-Location-

-Date-

Local group members, together with other active volunteers, created
a series of videos to promote the zero-waste concept and zero-
waste recipes. All the episodes are available on the Youtube
platform.

-Description- 
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The preparation for the content allowed local group members to
explore the topic of zero waste and deepen their knowledge about it
They improved their skills in video making, as well as allowed them to
explore creative ways of delivering the message of environmental
awareness.

As in the other activities, which required creative thinking and the use of
digital tools, participants were eager and motivated to achieve the best
possible outcomes and results. 

Promote the zero-waste concept and possible ways
to contribute to it on the individual level
Create attractive and informative content to reach
young people
Raise awareness about the food-waste problem

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2022 - 05 - 08

40

Swap market

-Location-

-Date-

To tackle the problem of textile waste, local group members
organized and implemented a Swap market event. The event was
open to the general public and achieved a great number of
participants. Everyone was asked to bring no longer needed items,
in exchange participants received the tickets, which were used in
order to exchange the item they brought to the new one.

-Description- 
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Significant involvement of the local community members - the event
was attended by at least 40 people apart from the local group
members. It was a successful event
People had the chance to exchange their items instead of throwing
them away.

There are not so many such initiatives in Athens, even though people are
willing to participate in such events, which motivated local group members
to organize them on a monthly basis. 

To raise awareness about the textile waste
problem
Promote second-hand culture
Foster solidarity among local community members

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-
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-Approx. number of participants-

Athens, Greece

2022 - 06- 01

40

EU GREEN WEEK FLASHMOB

-Location-

-Date-

This activity was designed by all the partner local groups of
#Greenfluencers to be reproduced in all 5 countries (Spain, Italy,
Portugal, Greece, and Slovenia) within the EU Green Week, in order
to spread the same message of climate emergency and a call to
action and get a big impact.
The choreography was created by one of the group members and
the indication was to choose a crowded place and surprise the
people with the performance out of the blue.

-Description- 
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The message "If you want a tomorrow, act today" was delivered with a
big banner
More people started to follow the @greenfluencers_ Instagram account
after the performance
Activity fostered the curiosity of the local community about the event,
project, and its objectives

The activity was recognized by a lot of people, who were willing to get more
information about the event and its purpose, which shows that public
events and actions are the right tools to send concrete messages and invite
people to join similar actions. 

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

 -Photos-

To raise awareness about the climate emergency 
To have a simultaneous powerful event in 5 places in
Europe within the same week
To promote the EU Green Week in Athens
To promote #Greenfluencers 
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-Approx. number of participants-

Praia da Vitória, ilha Terceira (PORTUGAL)

29th October 2021

6

- Visit to a local exploration of

organic milk -

-Location-

-Date-

The first activity of the portuguese local group had the opportunity to
meet a local producer: Mr. Anselmo. Since converting his agricultura
production to organic,  Mr. Anselmo has stopped using herbicides and
chemical fertilizers and this has had a positive impact on his pasture,
making it healthier than it was 4 years ago.  
With is testimony the local youth could learn and understand more about
the importance of rethinking  the way we consume. Which is definitely a
step closer to a greener future!

-Description- 
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Raising awarenes among the local youth about the
impact of the intensive industry on the soil
Showing alternatives for a more sustainable
consumption 

Supporting local farmers instead of big foreign industries 
Getting to know more about the consequences of  big industries have
on the land 

-Objectives- 

-Results-

-Observations- 

It was a really good experience because we got to be in contact with a big
and import part of our island economy  

 -Photos-
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